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4HE ""# AND TELEVISION 
FAME IN THE S
,IVING WITH 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY 
n	 AND GOING &ACE TO &ACE 
n	 WITH TELEVISION
3U (OLMES
5NIVERSITY OF  %AST !NGLIA
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE AIMS TO CONTRIBUTE TO HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT TELEVISIONS RELATIONS WITH FAME WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY EXPLORING 
THE CONCEPTUAL TOOLS USED TO STUDY THIS FIELD 7ITH THIS IN MIND THIS 
ARTICLE EXAMINES TWO CASE STUDIES FROM THE S THE ""#S POPULAR SERIAL 
4HE 'ROVE &AMILY AND THE INTERVIEWINDEPTH PROGRAMME &ACE TO &ACE 
! KEY AIM IS TO DRAW OUT THE DIFFERENT MEANINGS WHICH CIRCULATED AROUND 
TELEVISIONS RELATIONS WITH FAME 4ELEVISION HAS ALWAYS CONSTRUCTED ITS OWN 
@PERSONALITIES THE 'ROVES	 WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY CIRCULATING PERSONAE 
@OUTSIDE OF THEIR PRIMARY PUBLIC OR MEDIA ROLES &ACE TO &ACE	 4HE ARTICLE 
SUGGESTS THAT RETURNING TO THIS EARLIER CONTEXT RAISES IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 
7HERE DO THESE LATER CONCEPTUAL CLAIMS OF TELEVISION FAME LOCATE THEIR 
HISTORICAL ROOTS 4O WHAT EXTENT WERE THE DEBATES ABOUT TELEVISION FAME 
A CONTINUATION OF THOSE SURROUNDING RADIO !ND TO WHAT DEGREE ARE 
CONCEPTS SUCH AS @ORDINARINESS HISTORICAL
JDXVNQCR   S TELEVISION CELEBRITY FAME PRIVACY PUBLIC SERVICE THE ""# 
)N  AND IN RELATION TO THE ""# TELEVISIONS POPULAR FAMILY SERIAL 4HE 
'ROVE &AMILY THE $AILY (ERALD ASKED ITS READERS @$O YOU KNOW ANYONE 
LIKE 'RANNY
@)SNT 'RANDMA 'ROVE ALWAYS LIKE !UNTIE 4HELMA x AND MAYBE LITTLE BROTHER 
7ILLIE LOOKS MORE THAN A LITTLE LIKE ,ENNIE 'ROVE x !ND THAT GOOD LOOKING 
GIRL NEXT DOOR n DOESNT SHE REMIND YOU OF 0AT 'ROVE !ND IN THAT LIKENESS 
THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY OF WINNING A PRIZE 4HE $AILY (ERALD WILL GIVE a 
TO ;THE= PHOTO BEARING THE CLOSEST RESEMBLANCE TO 'RANDMA 'ROVE x !ND 
WHEN THE WHOLE DUPLICATE  FAMILY  IS CHOSEN THEY WILL BE  INVITED  TO  SPEND 
A THRILLING DAY IN ,ONDON AS GUESTS OF THE $AILY (ERALD AND THE 46 'ROVE 
&AMILY $AILY (ERALD  /CTOBER 	
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4HE  SAME PAPER  ALSO  REPORTED  ON  THE ""#S  INTERVIEWINDEPTH 
PROGRAMME &ACE TO &ACE ""# n	 $ISCUSSING AN INTERVIEW WITH 
THE TELEVISION PERSONALITY 'ILBERT (ARDING IT ASKED
#AN HE EVER  LOOK  THE  SAME  TO MILLIONS OF VIEWERS WHOSE ADULATION AND 
EXASPERATION HAVE HELPED TO SET HIM UP AS /LD #RUST  THE NATIONS GRUMPY 
5NCLE 5NTIL 3UNDAY (ARDING SAT SECURELY ENCRUSTED IN THAT ARMOUR n A SUIT 
MADE FOR HIM BY HIS FANS AND HIS PUBLICITYx "UT NOW THE ARMOUR HAS BEEN 
PIERCED AND THE PUBLIC HAS SEEN THE MAN WITHIN n SWEATING LONELY VULNERABLE 
AFRAID OF DYING $AILY (ERALD  3EPTEMBER  EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
)N THE FIRST QUOTATION TELEVISION FAME IS IMAGINED IN TERMS OF REFLECTION 
4HE AUDIENCE  IS  LITERALLY ENCOURAGED TO SEE  THEMSELVES  IN THE 'ROVES 
COMPLEMENTING THE WIDER EMPHASIS ON THE FAMILY TURNING THE TELEVISION 
SCREEN INTO A @MIRROR REFLECTING THE LIVES OF COUNTLESS VIEWERS THEMSELVES 
2ADIO 4IMES  !PRIL 	 )N THE SECOND ARTICLE TELEVISIONS RELATIONS 
WITH FAME ARE  FAR  LESS  REASSURING  )MAGINED  IN  TERMS OF  INVASION AND 
PENETRATION  TELEVISION MAKES AN  IMPERTINENT BID  TO  SNATCH AWAY  THE 
PUBLIC MASK EXPOSING AN UNDESIRABLE DISJUNCTURE BETWEEN PUBLIC  SELF 
AND SCREEN
$RAWING ON ARCHIVAL RESEARCH THE INTEREST OF THIS ARTICLE IS IN EXPLOR
ING WHAT THESE IMAGES CAN CONTRIBUTE TO HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TELE
VISIONS RELATIONS WITH FAME 4HIS IS A SUBJECT WHICH HAS HARDLY SUFFERED 
FROM A SURFEIT OF ACADEMIC ATTENTION ESPECIALLY  IN THE "RITISH CONTEXT 
7HILE !MERICAN SCHOLARS HAVE BUILT UP A SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT BODY OF 
WORK ON EARLY TELEVISION AND RADIO STARDOM -URRAY 	 AS WELL AS 
THE SHIFT OF FILM STARS TO THE HOME "ECKER  -ANN  -ARSHALL 
	 INTEREST IN THE "RITISH CONTEXT HAS BEEN MORE LIMITED AND SPORADIC 
FOR EXCEPTIONS SEE (OLMES  -EDHURST 	 4HE FOCUS HAS BEEN 
PRIMARILY CONCEPTUAL %LLIS  ,ANGER 	 OR CONTEMPORARY WITH 
THE LATTER  LARGELY ENCOURAGED BY THE BURGEONING INTEREST  IN REALITY 46 
EG "IRESSI AND .UNN  (OLMES 	 )N VIEW OF THE PAUCITY OF 
WORK ON THE HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS HERE A RETURN TO THE PAST NOW SEEMS 
PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT !FTER ALL CRITICS CONCERNED IN  THAT @CELEBRITIES 
CRYING IN CLOSEUP IS SURELY NOT THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION %VENING .EWS 
 $ECEMBER 	 MAY HAVE BEEN VERY INTERESTED TO WITNESS THE LATER 
DEVELOPMENT OF CELEBRITY REALITY 46
7ELLKNOWN INTERVENTIONS BY SCHOLARS SUCH AS *OHN %LLIS 	 AND 
*OHN ,ANGER 	 THEORIZED THE SPECIFICITIES OF TELEVISION FAME AT A TIME 
WHEN TELEVISION STUDIES WAS JUST BEGINNING TO EXPAND 4HE ARGUMENT WAS 
THAT THERE WAS NO SUCH THING AS A TELEVISION @STAR TELEVISIONS RHETORIC OF 
FAMILIARITY AND INTIMACY THE SIZE OF THE SCREEN THE PERPETUAL PRESENCE 
OF  ITS  FLOW AND THE DOMESTIC CONTEXT OF RECEPTION ALL MILITATED AGAINST 
THE PARADOXICAL AND ENIGMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF  THE  FILM STAR  )NSTEAD 
TELEVISION WAS SEEN TO PRODUCE THE  @PERSONALITY EFFECT 3UCH PARADIGMS 
WERE CLEARLY ALSO SHAPED BY DISCOURSES OF CULTURAL VALUE WHICH AS #HRISTINE 
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"ECKER OBSERVES EFFECTIVELY WORKED TO @DENIGRATE THE STATURE OF TELEVISION 
STARDOM  	 &URTHERMORE WHILE UNDOUBTEDLY INFLUENTIAL  IT HAS 
SINCE BEEN SUGGESTED THAT THE DICHOTOMY OFFERED BY %LLIS AND ,ANGER WAS 
SOMEWHAT ESSENTIALIST GENERALIZING AND AHISTORICAL n UNABLE TO ACCOUNT 
FOR CHANGE OR TO RECOGNIZE SIGNIFICANT DISTINCTIONS WITHIN TELEVISION FAME 
)N THIS REGARD ONE OF THE AIMS OF THIS ARTICLE IS TO DRAW OUT THE DIFFERENT 
MEANINGS WHICH CIRCULATED AROUND THE MEDIUM IN THE S 4ELEVISION 
HAS ALWAYS CONSTRUCTED ITS OWN @PERSONALITIES WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY CIRCU
LATING PERSONAE FROM OTHER DOMAINS AND THESE CATEGORIES CANNOT SIMPLY 
BE CONFLATED !T THE SAME TIME AND PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD TO THE FACES 
CREATED BY TELEVISION IT IS NOT THE INTENTION HERE TO EXPLICITLY UNDERMINE 
THE ARGUMENTS OFFERED BY %LLIS AND ,ANGER 4HEIR CLAIMS UNDOUBTEDLY 
RESONATE WITH THE DISCOURSES  IN CIRCULATION  IN THE S PERHAPS EVEN 
MORE SO GIVEN THAT THERE WAS A SELFCONSCIOUS EMPHASIS ON DISCUSSING THE 
@NEWNESS AND SPECIFICITIES OF TELEVISION FAME IN RELATION TO WHAT WERE 
PERCEIVED TO BE THE NEW SPECIFICITIES OF THE MEDIUM ITSELF	 "UT RETURNING 
TO  THIS EARLIER CONTEXT DOES RAISE  IMPORTANT QUESTIONS WHERE DO  THESE 
LATER CONCEPTUAL CLAIMS ABOUT TELEVISION FAME LOCATE THEIR HISTORICAL ROOTS 
4O WHAT EXTENT WERE THE DEBATES ABOUT TELEVISION FAME A CONTINUATION 
OF  THOSE  SURROUNDING RADIO !ND TO WHAT DEGREE ARE CONCEPTS  SUCH AS 
@ORDINARINESS HISTORICAL &IRST THE FICTIONAL EXAMPLE OF 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY 
WILL BE EXAMINED BEFORE AN EXPLORATION OF THE NONFICTIONAL CONTOURS OF 
&ACE TO &ACE
@! REAL GENUINE FAMILY THE 'ROVES
4HE 'ROVE &AMILY HAS ACHIEVED A CERTAIN VISIBILITY IN "RITISH TELEVISION 
HISTORY DUE TO ITS STATUS AS "RITISH TELEVISIONS @FIRST SOAP OPERA )T FIRST 
APPEARED ON &RIDAY EVENING AT PM ON  !PRIL  CLEARLY ADDRESSING 
ITSELF  TO A  FAMILY AUDIENCE 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY WAS CAREFUL  TO  INCLUDE 
A CROSSGENERATIONAL  CAST OF  CHARACTERS WITH  THE  FAMILY COMPRISED OF 
$AD "OB 'ROVE %DWARD %VANS	 -UM 'LADYS 'ROVE 2UTH $UNNING	 
CROTCHETY 'RANNY 'ROVE .ANCY 2OBERTS	  SON *ACK  0ETER "RYANT	 
DAUGHTER 0AT  3HEILA 3WEET LATER #AROLE -OWLAM	 AND THE TWO YOUNGER 
CHILDREN $APHNE  -ARGARET $OWNS	 AND ,ENNIE  #HRISTOPHER 
"EENY	 4HE 'ROVES WERE A LOWERMIDDLE CLASS FAMILY LIVING IN THE ,ONDON 
SUBURB OF (ENDON AND THE AIM WAS TO SUGGEST AN @ORDINARY FAMILY WITH 
WHOM THE AUDIENCE COULD IDENTIFY
4HERE WAS A GOOD REASON FOR THIS )N ITS INITIAL CONCEPTION OF THE PRO 
GRAMME THE ""# PLACED AN ACUTE EMPHASIS ON THE ISSUE OF CLASS BACK
GROUND WITH THE APPARENT AIM OF @REFLECTING BACK AN IMAGE OF THE FAMILIES 
NOW BUYING TELEVISION SETS $ESPITE PERCEPTIONS OF THE ""#S CLASS ÏLITISM 
THE PRODUCER *OHN 7ARRINGTON REGULARLY EMPHASIZED THE NEED FOR @MORE 
CAREFUL OBSERVATION OF THE INCOME GROUPS AROUND WHOM THE SERIES IS BASED 
AND TO WHOM WE WISH TO APPEAL 4HE FIDELITY OF ITS LOWERMIDDLE CLASS 
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REPRESENTATION WAS PRAISED BY CRITICS AND VIEWERS ALIKE AND AS IN THE SUB 
SEQUENT HISTORY OF "RITISH  SOAP OPERA  THIS WAS  SEEN AS  CENTRAL  TO  THE 
PROGRAMMES CONCEPTION OF REALISM !LTHOUGH 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY OFFERED 
A VERY PARTICULAR IMAGE OF FAMILY LIFE THE POWER OF WHICH RESIDED PRECISELY 
IN ITS CLAIM TO THE @HOMELY AND THE @NATURAL SEE ALSO 4HUMIM 	 WHAT 
IS SIGNIFICANT IN THE CONTEXT OF THIS ARTICLE IS HOW THIS POWER INTERSECTED 
WITH AND IMPACTED UPON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 'ROVE FAMILY FAME
)N HIS ARTICLE @/LD AND .EW 'HOSTS 0UBLIC 3ERVICE 4ELEVISION AND THE 
0OPULAR *EROME "OURDON 	 LISTS TELEVISUAL FAME AS ONE OF THE SIX 
SITES  ALONG WITH OTHER EXAMPLES SUCH AS  @!MERICA  @GAME SHOWS AND 
@SERIALITY	 WHICH HAD A PROBLEMATIC FIT WITH THE IDEALS OF PUBLIC SERVICE 
BROADCASTING "OURDON CITES  TELEVISION FAME AS A KEY SITE UPON WHICH 
PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING NEGOTIATED THE POPULAR  SEEKING TO FIND AN 
UNEASY COMPROMISE BETWEEN  ITS COMMITMENT  TO BE AN  @INSTRUMENT OF 
EDUCATION AND CULTURE  	 AND THE NECESSITY OF SPEAKING TO POPULAR 
TASTES AND DESIRES )NTENDED IN PART TO MEET THE IMPENDING COMPETITION 
FROM COMMERCIAL TELEVISION IN  WHILE AIMING TO ADDRESS AN INCREAS
INGLY MASS AUDIENCE 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY WAS ITSELF A NEGOTIATION WITH THE 
POPULAR AND ITS RELATIONS WITH TELEVISION FAME WERE PART OF THIS PROCESS 
9ET AS "OURDONS FRAMING OF THE TOPIC SUGGESTS THESE RELATIONS WERE ALSO 
UNDERSTOOD TO BE  FROM THE ""#S PERSPECTIVE A POTENTIALLY DISRUPTIVE 
PRESENCE
4HE 'ROVES PLAYING ONOFFSCREEN SELVES
)N  THE PRODUCER MADE CLEAR HOW THE CREATION OF OFFSCREEN IDENTITIES 
FOR THE 'ROVES WOULD BE ANTITHETICAL TO THE ""#S AIMS FOR THE PROGRAMME 
PARTICULARLY IN TERMS OF ITS INVESTMENT IN REALISM 2EFERRING TO ITS FIRST 
BILLING IN THE 2ADIO 4IMES 7ARRINGTON ANGRILY OBSERVED
&ROM THE BEGINNING ;THE (EAD OF ,IGHT %NTERTAINMENT 2ONALD 7ALDMAN= x 
HAS HAD x THE IDEA TO PLAY DOWN THE ACTORS NAMES AND AUTHORS NAMES AND 
MERELY DISPLAY THE CHARACTERS SO THAT THE VIEWERS WOULD NOT THINK IN TERMS 
OF ACTORS AND WRITTEN SCRIPTS BUT OF A REAL GENUINE FAMILY 4HIS  IDEA WAS 
FIRSTRATE .OW WE HAVE A BILLING DESCRIBING THE FAMILY THAT -ICHAEL 0ERTWEE 
;THE CHIEF WRITER= HAS CREATED PUTTING US RIGHT BACK TO ANY ORDINARY DOMESTIC 
DRAMA *OHN 7ARRINGTON  !PRIL  4 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
4HIS ATTITUDE CONTRASTED WITH THE PERSPECTIVE TAKEN BY THE ORIGINAL 
CREATORS OF THE PROGRAMME THE FILM WRITERS 2OLAND AND -ICHAEL 0ERTWEE 
7ITH THEIR SIGHTS SET ON THE COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF THE 'ROVES THE 
0ERTWEES WOULD OFTEN WRITE TO THE ""# WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR COMIC STRIPS 
AND OTHER EXTRATEXTUAL VENTURES ! ""# MEMO FROM  WHICH DETAILED THE 
PROTECTIVE RIGHTS SURROUNDING THE PROGRAMME NOTED THE EXISTENCE OF
A	  4HE 'ROVE &AMILY NOVEL ;-EET THE 'ROVES=
B	  4HE 'ROVE &AMILY 0ICTURE ;)TS A 'REAT $AY DIRECTED BY -ICHAEL 0ERTWEE 
IN =
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C	  #ARTOONS
D	  -RS 'ROVES $IARY 46 -IRROR	
E	  -ANY SUNDRY ARTICLES 'OOD (OUSEKEEPING AND OTHER KINDRED MAGAZINES 
*OHN 7ARRINGTON  TO (EAD OF ,IGHT %NTERTAINMENT  /CTOBER  
4	
/N ONE  LEVEL  THE ""#S  INITIAL HESITATION  ABOUT  EXPLOITING  THIS 
FRAMEWORK n WHICH THEY ASSOCIATED MORE WITH !MERICAN BROADCASTING 
n REGISTERED A DISTASTE FOR ITS COMMERCIAL CONNOTATIONS !S 3USAN -URRAYS 
DISCUSSION OF EARLY !MERICAN TELEVISION OUTLINES HOSTS AND ACTORS WERE 
EXPECTED TO  @EMBRACE THEIR ROLES AS SALESPEOPLE  	 AND IT WAS 
PRECISELY THIS COMMERCIAL CONTEXT WHICH DEMANDED THAT THEY MAINTAIN 
@MULTIFARIOUS IDENTITIES WITHIN THEIR CIRCULATION 4HEY WERE NOT ONLY AN ACTOR 
OR A HOST BUT ALSO A SPOKESPERSON FOR A SPONSORS PRODUCT A REPRESENTATIVE 
OF A NETWORK AND @A PUBLIC PERSONALITY AND PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL -URRAY 
 	 -URRAYS STUDY AIMS TO PROVIDE A MORE HISTORICAL EXPLANATION 
FOR THE @ORDINARY FAMILIARITY OF TELEVISION FAME 2ATHER THAN AN INHERENT 
OR ESSENTIAL ASPECT OF THE PHENOMENON SHE SUGGESTS THAT THESE DISCOURSES 
EMERGED FROM THE PARTICULAR  INDUSTRIAL AND CULTURAL  STRUCTURES WHICH 
SHAPED TELEVISION AS A MEDIUM SEE ALSO "ECKER 	 4HE ECONOMIC NEED 
TO PROMOTE AN IDENTIFICATION BETWEEN STAR AND PRODUCT FOSTERED AN EM
PHASIS ON THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE PERSON AND VIEWERS WERE @ENCOURAGED TO 
BELIEVE THAT THEY COULD ACTUALLY LOCATE THE TRUE PERSONALITY OF A TELEVISION 
STAR SOMEWHERE WITHIN ;THEIR= x PERFORMANCE -URRAY  	 )N 
OTHER WORDS  THE EXPLICITLY COMMERCIAL PERSONA NEEDED TO APPEAR  @LESS 
ABERRANT  IN  THE CONTEXT OF  THE EVERYDAY WHILE  IT HAD TO BE ENGAGING 
ENOUGH TO CAPTURE AN AUDIENCE FOR THE PROGRAMME AND TO OFFER A POSITIVE 
IMAGE OF THE SPONSORS PRODUCT  	 4HIS IMMEDIATELY SUGGESTS 
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE !MERICAN AND "RITISH CONTEXTS AND THUS THE 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE TELEVISION SYSTEMS
2ATHER  THAN SIMPLY SPEAKING  TO  THE ""#S  IDENTITY AS A NONPROFIT 
MAKING CORPORATION  THE RELUCTANCE TO EXPLOIT  THE WIDER CIRCULATION OF 
THE 'ROVES ALSO REFLECTED THE  IDEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF PUBLIC  SERVICE 
4HE ""# WAS  CLEARLY ALSO  CONCERNED  TO  LIMIT ANY  FRAMEWORK WHICH 
MIGHT MULTIPLY THE SEMIOTIC BASE OF THE 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY AND PROVIDE 
MULTIPLE POINTS OF ENTRY INTO THE TEXT CF +LINGER 	 4HIS IS HIGHLIGHTED 
BY THE PRODUCERS IMMEDIATE RESISTANCE TO A 'ROVE &AMILY STRIP CARTOON 
AS HE EXPLAINED HOW A CARTOON WOULD  @WRONGLY SUGGEST  THAT  THERE WAS 
SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT BEING A 'ROVE n THE CHARACTERS WOULD BECOME THE 
'ROVES WITH hQUOTATION MARKSv AROUND THEM WHEN VIEWERS SAW THEM 
AGAIN ON SCREEN 4HE STRUGGLE SURROUNDING THE FAMILYS OFFSCREEN EXIST
ENCE WAS  LESS A DEBATE ABOUT THE OWNERSHIP OF  THE 'ROVES AT  THE  LEVEL 
OF LEGAL RIGHTS THE WRITERS AND THE ""# HELD JOINT RIGHTS	 THAN IT WAS A 
STRUGGLE SURROUNDING THE OWNERSHIP OF THEIR SEMIOTIC MEANINGS
!S  FAR AS  THE ""# WAS CONCERNED  THIS  CONTROL OPERATED ACROSS  TWO 
SPHERES &IRST THERE WAS THE BID TO POLICE THE MORAL IDENTITY OF 4HE 'ROVE 
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&AMILY CAST AND THUS BY IMPLICATION THE #ORPORATIONS OWN REPUTATION 
4HE PRODUCER STATED THAT @WEVE GOT TO BE CAREFUL WITH THE 'ROVES 4HE 
TELEVISION FAMILY IS SUPPOSED TO BE SO FULL OF VIRTUES THAT THE ACTORS AND 
ACTRESSES ARE EXPECTED TO CARRY THEM INTO THEIR PRIVATE  LIVES  %VENING 
3TANDARD  3EPTEMBER 	 3ECOND AND RELATED TO THE PROGRAMMES 
CLAIM TO  @REFLECT  THE EVERYDAY  LIVES OF  ITS VIEWERS  THERE WAS A BID  TO 
INFLUENCE HOW DISCOURSES OF CLASS SHAPED THE OFFSCREEN CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE 'ROVES
)N   FOR EXAMPLE  THE 2ADIO 4IMES !NNUAL DEVOTED A FOURPAGE 
SPREAD TO THE 'ROVES @4HE 'ROVES n (OME AND !WAY	 ANNOUNCING ITS 
INTENTION TO EXPLORE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ON AND OFFSCREEN SELVES 
4HE ARTICLE SETS OUT EXTENSIVE CHARACTER BIOGRAPHIES AND POSITIONS THESE 
IN RELATION TO THE @REAL PERSON BEHIND THE CHARACTER )T QUICKLY BECOMES 
APPARENT THAT THERE IS AN ELEMENT OF CLASS DISJUNCTURE HERE AS THE PEOPLE 
WHO PLAYED THE 'ROVES ENJOYED RATHER MORE PRIVILEGED BACKGROUNDS AND 
LIFESTYLES THAN THEIR ONSCREEN COUNTERPARTS 7HILE ELDEST SON *ACK 'ROVE 
PROFESSED  TO DISLIKE  @ANY OCCUPATION WHICH DEMANDS PERSISTENT  CON
CENTRATION AND ATTENDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE AS HE @FAILED TO GET INTO GRAM 
MAR SCHOOL THE ACTOR WHO PLAYED *ACK 0ETER "RYANT WAS  @EDUCATED AT 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND IS @THE SON OF A SECRETARY OF A LARGE ,ONDON COMMERCIAL 
COMPANY 3IMILAR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ACTOR AND ROLE RECUR THROUGHOUT THE 
ARTICLE BUT THERE IS A CLEAR ATTEMPT TO NEGOTIATE THIS RELATIONSHIP n SOMETHING 
WHICH TAKES PLACE AT THE LEVEL OF TASTE OR CULTURAL CAPITAL "OURDIEU 	 
)T IS HERE THAT WE CAN SEE A CONSISTENT ATTEMPT TO LEAD THE ACTOR BACK TO THE 
CHARACTER ROLE 7ITH RESPECT TO 2UTH $UNNING WHO PLAYED -RS 'ROVE WE 
ARE TOLD THAT HER FAVOURITE MEAL @VARIES WITH ;HER= x MOOD BUT IT CAN BE 
ANYTHING FROM CHICKEN WITH TRUFFLES TO STEAK AND KIDNEY PUD 3IMILARLY 
0ETER "RYANT ENJOYS @)TALIAN PASTA STEAK TARTAR AND FISH AND CHIPS OUT OF 
A NEWSPAPER ! SIMILAR STRUCTURE SHAPES THE MENTION OF MUSICAL TASTES 
AND HOBBIES AND WE ARE GENERALLY LED TO BELIEVE THAT THE PEOPLE WHO PLAY 
THE 'ROVES MAY BE DIFFERENT BUT THEY ARE NOT SO REMOVED FROM THE LIKES 
AND DISLIKES OF THE HOMELY LOWERMIDDLE CLASS 'ROVES
)N MANY RESPECTS THERE WAS A SIMILAR STRUCTURE AT WORK IN THE WIDER PRESS 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FAMILY EVEN IF THE BID TO NEGOTIATE CLASS DIFFERENCES WAS 
NOT AS EXPLICIT &OUR MONTHS AFTER 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY BEGAN THE %VENING 
.EWS FEATURED AN ARTICLE ON -RS 'ROVE2UTH $UNNING
6IEWERS KNOW ALL ABOUT THE DOMESTIC TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF THE CONTEM
PORARY 3ERIAL 1UEEN -RS 'ROVE x "UT SO FAR THEY KNOW VERY LITTLE ABOUT THE 
WOMAN WHO PLAYS -RS 'ROVE n ACTRESS 2UTH $UNNING x ;4HEY CLEARLY= HAVE 
A GOOD DEAL IN COMMON !LTHOUGH x -RS $UNNING AND HER ACTOR HUSBAND 
*ACK !LLEN HAVE NO CHILDREN THEY ARE A GOOD DEAL AT HOME &OUR WEEKS AGO 
THEY BOUGHT  THEIR  FIRST 46 SET WHICH  IS NOW ANOTHER  INDUCEMENT  TO  STAY 
IN x "EING A BUSY ACTRESS -RS $UNNING DOES NOT DO THE HOUSEWORK ALONE x 
"UT ;SHE= x AND HER MOTHER DO ALL THE COOKING AND SHE COULD HARDLY BE MORE 
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PRACTICAL n MUCH LIKE THE UNFLAPPABLE AND TOLERANT 'LADYS 'ROVE %VENING 
.EWS  !UGUST 	
!CCORDING  TO %LLIS  THE  TECHNOLOGICAL AND AESTHETIC QUALITIES OF  THE 
MEDIUM AS WELL AS  THE PERPETUAL PRESENCE OF  ITS  FLOW  FOSTER A DRASTIC 
REDUCTION OF DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CIRCULATED IMAGE AND THE PERFORMANCE 
@4HE TWO BECOME VERY MUCH ENTANGLED SO THAT THE PERFORMERS  IMAGE 
IS EQUATED WITH THAT OF THE ONSCREEN ROLE %LLIS  	 !S A RESULT 
@SUBSIDIARY MATERIAL  IS MORE CONCERNED WITH  @DISCOVERING  IF  THERE  IS A 
PERSONALITY SEPARATE FROM THAT OF THE TELEVISION ROLE THAN IT IS WITH THE 
PARADOX OF THE ORDINARYBUTEXTRAORDINARY  	
&ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE IT IS CERTAINLY NOTABLE THAT THE ARTICLE ON 2UTH 
$UNNING PROMISED TO REVEAL HER @REAL SELF ONLY TO ADMIT THAT THERE IS LITTLE 
TO SEE WHICH CANNOT BE GLEANED FROM HER ONSCREEN ROLE 4HE UNIVERSALITY 
OF THIS PARADIGM IS PROBLEMATIZED BELOW BUT IT IS TRUE THAT THE INTERTEXT
UAL CONSTRUCTION OF 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY PLAYED OUT A PROGRESSIVE BLURRING 
BETWEEN ON AND OFFSCREEN ROLES )N THE %VENING 4ELEGRAPH AND 0OST IN 
EARLY   THE CONSTRUCTION OF -R 'ROVE%DWARD 4ED	 %VANS MAKES 
THIS APPARENT @!S A HOMELOVING MAN HIMSELF FOND OF DOING JOBS AROUND 
THE HOUSE 4ED COULDNT BE HAPPIER IN HIS ROLE AS ;BUILDER AND DECORATOR= 
-R 'ROVE %VENING 4ELEGRAPH AND 0OST  *ANUARY 	 AND AN IMAGE 
OF -R %VANS WITH HIS WIFE AT HOME WAS ACCOMPANIED BY A CAPTION EX
CLAIMING @.O ITS NOT -R 'ROVE WITH THE WRONG WIFE )TS %DWARD %VANS 
ENJOYING A CUP OF TEA WITH HIS REALLIFE WIFE 0AULINE /THER ARTICLES DWELLED 
SIMILARLY ON THE APPARENT CONFUSION SURROUNDING THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
ACTOR AND ROLE WITH REPORTS OF HOW @SCORES OF CHILDREN ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
HAVE ADOPTED "OB 'ROVE AS A KIND OF HONORARY $AD WRITING TO HIM AS 
"OB 'ROVE TO ASK HIS ADVICE ON HOMEWORK BICYCLE PUNCTURES OR FOOTBALL 
SKILLS $AILY 3KETCH  /CTOBER 	
3UCH ARTICLES APPEAR TO REFLECT ON THE @NEWNESS AND THUS SPECIFICITY	 
OF TELEVISION FAME PARTICULARLY GIVEN THEIR IMPLICIT NOD TOWARD A SLIGHTLY 
CONFUSED AUDIENCE APPARENTLY UNSURE OF  THE BOUNDARIES BETWEEN TEXT 
AND REALITY "UT THE SITUATION WAS MORE COMPLEX AS THESE DISCOURSES HAD 
CIRCULATED AROUND THE ACTORS AND ACTRESSES  IN ""# RADIO SERIALS SUCH AS 
-RS $ALES $IARY n	 AND 4HE !RCHERS n	 )N  IT IS REPORTED 
THAT @-RS $ALE 7ILL 3TOP $IETING BECAUSE TOO MANY WOMEN HAVE WRITTEN 
IN TO REQUEST HER DIET SHEETS FOR THEMSELVES $AILY (ERALD  *UNE 	 
MEANWHILE WHEN THE FAMOUS $ALE CAT WAS  LOST  @A WOMAN TELEPHONED 
TO SAY THAT HER  LITTLE BOY HAD FOUND IT  IN 0ORTSMOUTH 2OAD  !NSWERS 
 *ANUARY 	 )T  IS ALSO DIFFICULT  TO ASSERT  THAT n SIMPLY BECAUSE  IT 
VISUALLY  IDENTIFIED  THE ACTOR WITH  THE ROLE n  THIS  INTIMATE  FAMILIARITY 
WAS GREATER WHERE  TELEVISION  IS  CONCERNED 4HE ""# UNDERSTOOD  THE 
AUDIENCE TO HAVE THEIR OWN  @DEFINITE PICTURE OF THE CHARACTERS  IN THEIR 
MINDS SO IN THE PROGRAMMES THEMSELVES @IT WAS NEVER WISE TO STATE THE 
COLOUR OF THEIR EYES OR THEIR HAIR 'OOD (OUSEKEEPING  -ARCH 	 
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"UT  IT  IS  LIKELY  THAT  LISTENERS KNEW WHAT  THE CAST OF  THE  RADIO  SERIALS 
LOOKED  LIKE n ESSENTIALLY BECAUSE OF  THEIR EXTRATEXTUAL  CIRCULATION  IN 
THE PRESS  )N  FACT  THIS MATERIAL DWELLED SELFCONSCIOUSLY ON ASPECTS OF 
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE PRECISELY BECAUSE  IT  COULD NOT BE ACCESSED  IN  THE 
PROGRAMME ITSELF !S  THE %VENING 3TANDARD  EXPLAINED !LVYS -ABEN 
WHO PLAYED 3ALLY ,ANE IN -RS $ALES $IARY WAS A  @YEAR OLD BLONDE 
WITH BLUE EYES AND A POODLE HAIRCUT THE IMAGE THEN CONFIRMS WHAT IS 
DESCRIBED %VENING 3TANDARD  .OVEMBER 	
"UT  IT  IS  IMPORTANT  TO  EMPHASIZE HERE  THAT  THIS BLURRING WAS NOT 
SIMPLY ARTICULATED WITHIN DISCOURSES OF A  @COSY  FAMILIARITY REINFORCING 
THE SENSE THAT THE FAMOUS ARE WHO THEY APPEAR TO BE AND THUS SHORING 
UP THE CONCEPT OF THE INDIVIDUAL CF $YER 	 7HILE CONTEMPORARY 
TELEVISION ACTORS AND ACTRESSES PARTICULARLY THOSE IN SOAPS MAY ARTICULATE 
CONCERNS ABOUT BEING TYPECAST  IN  THE S  THIS WAS DISCUSSED WITH A 
SELFCONSCIOUS NOTE OF ALARM EXPRESSED AS AN IRREVERSIBLE OBLITERATION OF 
THE @REAL PERSON BY THE ROLE
@3ERIALITIS AND 3HEILA 3WEET @) AM NOT 0AT 'ROVE
)N THIS RESPECT THE IMPLICATION OF A SLIGHTLY @CONFUSED AUDIENCE WORKING 
THROUGH THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN FANTASY AND REALITY SHIFTS TO THE SUGGESTION 
OF A MORE MENACING MASS VORACIOUSLY CONSUMING CHARACTERS WITH SUCH 
ENTHUSIASM THAT IT FIXES AND TRAPS ACTORS IN THEIR ROLES )N *ANUARY  
FOR EXAMPLE THE $AILY 3KETCH RAN THE HEADLINE @)S 3HEILA *UST A $EAD%ND 
3TAR AND EXPLAINED
4HE BEAUTY OF  THE  FAMILY  ;0AT 'ROVE=  IS  SUFFERING FROM 3ERIALITIS 3HEILA 
3WEET x IS  CATCHING ONE OF  THE ODDEST AILMENTS  THAT  RADIO AND 46 CAN 
THREATEN x ;4HIS= COMPLAINT HAS HIT A FEW OTHER PEOPLE IN THEIR TIME "UT 
%LLIS 0OWELL WHO IS RADIOS -RS $ALE HAS  LONG AGO GIVEN UP THE STRUGGLE 
3HE  )3 -RS $ALE 4HE  CAST  OF  THE $ALES  AND  THEIR  RIVALS 4HE !RCHERS 
HAVE ALSO GIVEN IN 3HEILA 3WEET HOWEVER MEANS TO FIGHT  $AILY 3KETCH 
 *ANUARY 	
3WEETS BID TO @FIGHT n SHE HAD BEEN SEEKING TO FORGE A DISCURSIVE GAP 
BETWEEN ACTOR AND ROLE FOR SOME TIME n IS EXPLICITLY APPARENT IN A 0ICTURE 
0OST ARTICLE  @4HE $REAM 'IRLS .EXT $OOR !S PART OF  ITS NEW SERIES OF 
@4ELEPROFILES IT FEATURED AN INTERVIEW WITH 3WEET AND 0ATRICIA $AINTON 
AN ACTOR FROM )46S RIVAL SERIAL 3IXPENNY #ORNER !46 n	 !FTER 
BEING ASKED  THE NOW RITUALISTIC QUESTION OF WHETHER  SHE  IS  SIMILAR  TO 
0AT 3WEET EXCLAIMS 
@'OOD GRACIOUS NO WITH A  SCORNFUL  LAUGH 3HE  ISNT  LIKE ANYONE  IN  THE 
WORLD n AT  LEAST NOBODY )VE EVER MET ANYWAY !LL  THAT SWEETNESS n SHES 
SO  SWEET  IT MAKES YOU  SICK !ND SO UNSOPHISTICATED &OR  INSTANCE  ) WISH 
SHE WOULD OCCASIONALLY READ A BOOK  INSTEAD OF ENDLESS MAGAZINES !ND  IT 
WOULDNT KILL HER TO GO TO A CONCERT INSTEAD OF TO THE PICTURES FOR A CHANGE 
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;!LSO= LOOK AT THE WAY SHE TREATS HER BOYFRIENDS 3HE LEADS THEM ON AND FLIRTS 
LIKE MAD AND THEN WHEN THEY TRY AND MAKE A PASS AT HER SHE IS .OT 4HAT 
3ORT OF 'IRL -URRAY 	 
7HEN ASKED WHY HER CHARACTER IS SO POPULAR WITH THE AUDIENCE THE 
ACTOR REPLIES
7ELL ) SUPPOSE BECAUSE SHE IS WHAT EVERY MOTHER WOULD LIKE HER DAUGHTER 
TO BE LIKE x SO WHEN THEIR OWN GIRL GETS OUT OF HAND THEY CAN SIGH AND TELL 
THEM TO BEHAVE LIKE 0AT 'ROVE 0ERSONALLY ) WOULD LOATHE TO BE LIKE HER OR 
HAVE A DAUGHTER LIKE HER x ) AM NOT 0AT 'ROVE -URRAY 	
)N DISMISSING 0ATS TASTE 3WEET DISRUPTS THE ""#S BID TO COLLAPSE THE 
IDENTITIES OF ACTOR AND ROLE IN A STRATEGY OF CLASS REALISM "UT HER DISCUS
SION OF FEMININITY DOES RATHER MORE /N ONE LEVEL IT IMPLICITLY CRITIQUES 
THE PARAMETERS  IN WHICH 0AT MUST NEGOTIATE HER  SEXUAL  IDENTITY 4HE 
PROGRAMME ITSELF PRESENTED 0AT AS A POPULAR GIRL WITH A STRING OF BOY
FRIENDS BUT THERE WAS A CLEAR BID TO SUGGEST THAT SHE WAS n IN THE WORDS 
OF THE EARLY PRESS CONSTRUCTIONS n @PROPER $AILY -AIL  -ARCH 	 
7ITHIN THE MORAL CONTEXT OF  THE PROGRAMME 0AT HAS  LITTLE CHOICE BUT 
TO INSIST THAT SHE IS ULTIMATELY @.OT 4HAT 3ORT OF 'IRL "UT IN THIS RESPECT 
AND  IN  STARK  CONTRAST  TO  THE  @LOOKALIKE  COMPETITIONS  THROUGH WHICH 
VIEWERS WERE MEANT TO SEE THEMSELVES  IN THE 'ROVES 3WEET POINTEDLY 
QUESTIONS WHETHER @0AT IS IN FACT @REAL AT ALL
4HIS TAKES ON FURTHER IMPLICATIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE PRESS INTEREST 
IN 3WEETS REALLIFE DIVORCE IN  3TILL INSISTING ON A CONFLATION BETWEEN 
ACTRESS AND ROLE  THE $AILY -AIL RAN  THE HEADLINE  @0AT 'ROVE  TO 3EEK 
$IVORCE  $AILY -AIL  !PRIL 	 3WEET HAD BEEN MARRIED  SINCE 
 AND THIS CLEARLY REVEALED THE ""#S EARLIER PUBLICITY IN THE 2ADIO 
4IMES WHICH ASSERTED THAT SHE LIVES @IN ,ONDON WITH PARENTS AND SPENDS 
MOST OF SPARE TIME DRESSMAKING 2ADIO 4IMES  !PRIL 	 AS FALSE 
4HE IDEA OF A MARRIED AND THEN DIVORCED ACTRESS HARDLY SUPPORTED THE 
VERISIMILITUDE OF 0ATS @GIRLNEXTDOOR IMAGE OR THE PROGRAMMES BID TO 
PROMOTE THE @FAMILY AS THE KEY TO SOCIAL LIFE UNDATED MEMO CIRCA  
4	 IN AN ERA OF POSTWAR RECONSTRUCTION 4HIS ALSO RETURNS US TO 
THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE ""# AIMED TO CONTROL THE EXTRATEXTUAL CIRCULATION 
OF THE 'ROVES COLLAPSING THE IDENTITIES OF ACTOR AND ROLE AND OFFERING AN 
OFFSCREEN IMAGE WHICH IN THE WORDS OF THE PRODUCER WAS @FULL OF VIRTUES 
%VENING 3TANDARD  3EPTEMBER 	
3WEET  LEFT  THE  CAST  IN MID  AND  ASSERTED  IN  THE  PRESS  THAT 
@3HEILA 3WEET HAD DISAPPEARED x OFFERS FROM AGENTS ;HAD= STOPPED AND 
;SHE= x WAS ONLY KNOWN AS h0ATv $AILY -IRROR  *UNE 	 3HE 
WAS THEN PROMPTLY REPLACED BY THE NEW @0AT PLAYED BY #AROLE -OWLAM 
AND  IT  IS NOTABLY  THE FAR MORE COMPLIANT -OWLAM PLAYING 0AT  IN  THE 
EXISTING AUDIOVISUAL FOOTAGE OF 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY APPEARING AS 0AT  IN 
EXTANT ""# STILLS AND REPRESENTING 0AT  IN A  SUBSEQUENT DOCUMENTARY 
ON  THE PROGRAMME "UT BURIED AMONG  THE  STALE PRESS  CLIPPINGS ON 
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4HE 'ROVE &AMILY 3WEETS  @0AT DRAWS ATTENTION  TO  THE  FACT  THAT  THE 
PROGRAMMES CLAIM TO THE @REAL HAD DIFFERENT IMPLICATIONS FOR DIFFERENT 
CHARACTERS 4HE ACTOR REJECTED HER CONFLATION WITH 0AT 'ROVE PRECISELY 
BECAUSE CULTURAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF  FEMININITY AND 4HE 'ROVE &AMILYS 
CONSTRUCTION OF 0AT DEMANDED THAT SHE FASHION HER IDENTITY WITHIN HIGHLY 
CONSTRAINED PARAMETERS @) FELT TRAPPED $AILY -IRROR  *UNE 	
!LTHOUGH  IT  INDICATES  THE NEED  TO EDGE  THE CONTINUITIES WITH RADIO 
MORE CLEARLY INTO THE PICTURE 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY SUGGESTS HOW CANONICAL 
PARADIGMS OF TELEVISUAL FAME ARE RELEVANT AND REVEALING WHEN APPROACH
ING A HISTORICAL CASE STUDY (OWEVER 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY ALSO FOREGROUNDS 
THE DIFFICULTIES  INVOLVED  IN POSITING  THIS PARADIGM AS UNIVERSAL  AND 
ESSENTIAL 4HERE  IS  THE NEED  TO  CONSIDER  THE POSSIBILITIES OF WHAT WE 
MIGHT CALL PUBLIC SERVICE TELEVISION FAME n SOMETHING WHICH IS IN PART 
CHARACTERIZED BY A RELUCTANCE TO EXPLOIT FORMS OF INTERTEXTUAL CIRCULATION 
IN THE FIRST PLACE &ROM THE ""#S PERSPECTIVE AT LEAST THE CONSTRUCTIONS 
DISCUSSED HERE WERE PRIMARILY  IMAGINED AS A STRATEGY OF FICTIONAL REAL 
ISM INTIMATELY INTERTWINED WITH THE VERISIMILITUDE OF THE PROGRAMMES 
CLASS  REPRESENTATION )N  THIS  RESPECT  THE SIGNIFICANCE OF  THE  @ORDINARY 
AND THE FAMILIAR TAKES ON PARTICULAR CLASS DIMENSIONS 4HIS THEN NEEDS TO 
BE RELATED TO THE SPECIFIC INSTITUTIONAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT OF 4HE 'ROVE 
&AMILY THE IDEA OF  @REFLECTING THE @ORDINARY AND THUS POSITIONING THE 
'ROVES AS  @EVERYBODYS NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOUR  UNDATED MEMO C 
4	 WAS CENTRAL TO THE ""#S ATTEMPT TO ADDRESS THE EXPANDING 
CLASS AUDIENCE FOR TELEVISION AT THIS TIME &URTHERMORE IT SEEMS UNLIKELY 
THAT 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY INCLUDED THE ONLY TELEVISION CHARACTER WHO DID NOT 
REFLECT A NEAT HOMOLOGY BETWEEN THE ON AND OFFSCREEN SELF 4O GENERALIZE 
THIS ISSUE AND THUS TO IGNORE THE DIFFERENT DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF 3HEILA 
3WEET WOULD BE TO MISS A SIGNIFICANT  IDEOLOGICAL STRUGGLE SURROUNDING 
THE IMAGE OF FAMILY LIFE PROJECTED BY THE 'ROVES (OWEVER AS SUGGESTED 
AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS ARTICLE EXPLORING A DISJUNCTURE BETWEEN PUBLIC
PRIVATE SELF RIPPING AWAY THE PUBLIC IMAGE AND PEERING BENEATH THE PUBLIC 
@MASK WAS IN OTHER WAYS CENTRAL TO HOW TELEVISIONS RELATIONS WITH FAME 
WERE UNDERSTOOD IN THE S
&ACE TO &ACE @A DISTURBING TENDENCY IN 46 
INTERVIEWING
!NDY -EDHURSTS 	 DISCUSSION OF 'ILBERT (ARDING THE GRUMPY AND 
ERUDITE PANELLIST ON THE ""#S 7HATS -Y ,INE ""# INITIALLY n	 
PROVIDES ONE OF THE ONLY DETAILED CASE STUDIES OF EARLY TELEVISION FAME IN 
"RITAIN 4HE ARTICLE ALSO POSITIONS (ARDING AS EXCEPTIONAL !CCORDING TO 
-EDHURST OTHER NAMES FROM EARLY TELEVISION LACKED THE @EXTRA LAYERS OF 
MEANING  THE ADDED CLUSTERS OF CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE  	 WHICH 
MAKE A TEXTURED READING OF (ARDINGS IMAGE POSSIBLE -EDHURST CONCLUDES 
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THAT ON A CONCEPTUAL LEVEL (ARDING WAS POSITIONED AMBIGUOUSLY BETWEEN 
ACADEMIC DEFINITIONS OF A @46 PERSONALITY AND A FILM STAR 4HE AMOUNT 
OF PRESS COVERAGE (ARDING RECEIVED WAS CERTAINLY VAST AND THE SUSPICIONS 
SURROUNDING HIS SEXUALITY CHARGED THE CONCEPT OF THE PRIVATE WITH PAR
TICULAR POLITICAL  IMPLICATIONS "UT  IT  IS  SURELY DIFFICULT  TO ASSERT WHAT  IS 
EXCEPTIONAL AND THUS BY IMPLICATION TYPICAL IN SUCH AN UNKNOWN FIELD 
7HILE (ARDINGS  APPEARANCE ON &ACE TO &ACE OFFERED ONE OF THE MOST 
CONTROVERSIAL AND COMPELLING EDITIONS OF THE PROGRAMME WHEN HE WAS 
FAMOUSLY PUSHED TO THE BRINK OF TEARS WHEN ASKED ABOUT HIS RELATIONSHIP 
WITH HIS  LATE MOTHER  THE DISCUSSION WHICH SURROUNDED  IT  FORMED PART 
OF THE WIDER DEBATE ABOUT THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION ON THE CIRCULATION OF 
PUBLIC FIGURES "UT WHILE &ACE TO &ACE EMERGED IN  TWO YEARS AFTER 
4HE 'ROVE &AMILY HAD  FINISHED  THE DISCOURSES WITH WHICH  THE PRO 
GRAMMES WERE ASSOCIATED CIRCULATED CONCURRENTLY &ACE TO &ACE BROUGHT 
INTO SHARPER FOCUS DEBATES WHICH HAD SURROUNDED "RITISH TELEVISIONS RELA
TIONS WITH FAME SINCE THE MIDS
4HE MEMOS FROM THE PRODUCER (UGH "URNETT INDICATE HOW &ACE TO 
&ACE WAS INFLUENCED BY THE !MERICAN INTERVIEW SERIES 0ERSON TO 0ERSON 
WHICH BEGAN IN  AND WAS HOSTED BY THE DISTINGUISHED JOURNALIST %D 
-URROW )N  "URNETT INSISTED THAT
;4=HERE IS ROOM IN OUR OUTPUT ;FOR= x EXHAUSTIVE QUESTIONING OF DISTINGUISHED 
PEOPLE ON HIGHLY CONTROVERSIAL AND PERSONAL  TOPICS x ;4HE PROGRAMME= 
WOULD LAY OUT BOLDLY THE HISTORY BELIEFS PREJUDICES AND CHARACTER OF A SINGLE 
HUMAN BEING (UGH "URNETT TO !SSISTANT (EAD OF 4ELEVISION  &EBRUARY 
 4	
4HE PROGRAMME IN FACT INTERVIEWED A WIDE RANGE OF PEOPLE WITH DIF
FERENT BACKGROUNDS AND CAREERS RANGING FROM CABINET MINISTERS ROYALTY 
PHILOSOPHERS LITERARY GENIUSES SPORTSPEOPLE POP STARS AND FILM STARS TO 
TELEVISION ENTERTAINERS 'UESTS INCLUDED +ING (USSEIN #ARL *UNG -ILORDS 
"IRKETT "OOTHBY AND 3HAWCROSS 3TIRLING -OSS $AME %DITH 3ITWELL 
%VELYN 7AUGH 3IMONE 3IGNORET ,ORD /LIVIER 3IR .OEL #OWARD 'ILBERT 
(ARDING AND 4ONY (ANCOCK *OHN &REEMAN WAS THE INTERVIEWER SELECTED 
TO INTERROGATE THESE NAMES HE HAD BEEN A SOCIALIST -0 HAD PREVIOUSLY 
WORKED ON THE ""#S 0ANORAMA AND WAS TO BECOME THE EDITOR OF THE .EW 
3TATESMAN WHILE &ACE TO &ACE WAS ON AIR "UT WHILE THIS BACKGROUND WAS 
CLEARLY  INTENDED TO  LEND THE PROGRAMME A CERTAIN POLITICAL  LEGITIMACY 
ITS EMPHASIS WAS PRIMARILY ON THE  @PRIVATE SELF &REEMAN EXPLAINED IN 
ONE MAGAZINE INTERVIEW THAT HE DID NOT WANT TO KNOW @WHAT A MEMBER 
OF THE CABINET THINKS ABOUT THE CABINET BUT RATHER TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE 
NIGHTMARE HE HAD LAST NIGHT 'OOD (OUSEKEEPING  *ULY 	 )TS CLAIM 
TO PROBE THE @OFFSTAGE SELF  COULD NOT HAVE BEEN MORE ACUTE AND "URNETT 
REPEATEDLY STATED THAT THE AIM WAS TO REVEAL @THE FACE BEHIND THE PUBLIC 
FACE OF ANYBODY PREPARED TO COME ON AND SHOW THEMSELVES 4HE 5NKNOWN 
(ANCOCK 48""# 4WO  $ECEMBER 	
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!LTHOUGH THE  INDEPTH  INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE HAD BEEN PART OF  RADIO 
JOURNALISM THE IDEA OF REVEALING THE @FACE BEHIND THE PUBLIC FACE TOOK 
ON QUITE  LITERAL CONNOTATIONS  IN  THE CONTEXT OF  TELEVISION )N "URNETTS 
ORIGINAL CONCEPTION OF THE PROGRAMME HE EXPLAINS HOW HE INTENDS TO
;(IDE=  THE  INTERVIEWER AND  CONCENTRATE  THE  CAMERAS  EXCLUSIVELY ON  THE 
SUBJECT UNDER  SCRUTINY 4HIS  IS A NEW DEPARTURE  FOR  TELEVISION PRODUCING 
EXTREMELY  INTERESTING  RESULTS 4HE VIEWER AT HOME CAN CONCENTRATE AND 
INDULGE HIS CURIOSITY IN AN INTERRUPTED SCRUTINY OF THE FACE OF THE PUBLIC FIGURE 
UNDER PRESSURE UNDATED MEMO (UGH "URNETT 4	
7HILE &REEMAN WAS EITHER OFFCAMERA OR SEEN FROM BEHIND THE SUBJECT 
WAS PICKED OUT UNDER A HARSH WHITE LIGHT FRAMED IN AN EXTRAORDINARILY 
TIGHT AND UNWAVERING CLOSEUP #OMPARISONS WITH INTERROGATION AS WELL 
AS TORTURE CROSSEXAMINATION AND THE PSYCHIATRISTS COUCH	 WERE FREQUENTLY 
NOTED BY CRITICS AND VIEWERS AT  THE TIME AND ""# !UDIENCE 2ESEARCH 
RECORDED COMPLAINTS ABOUT SUBJECTS @SWEATING UNDER POLICE INTERROGATION 
OR @POSITIVELY FRYING UNDER THE LAMPS ""# !UDIENCE 2ESEARCH A	
4HE FACE @BEHIND THE PUBLIC FACE UP CLOSE
9ET THE PROGRAMMES MUCH TRUMPETED BID TO REVEAL @THE FACE BEHIND THE 
PUBLIC FACE RESTED ON TWO ASSUMPTIONS &IRST IT IMPLIED THAT THE PUBLIC 
SELVES OF  THE  FAMOUS WERE  THE PRODUCTS OF  CONSTRUCTED PERSONAE AND 
SECOND THAT TELEVISION NEVERTHELESS POSSESSED THE CAPACITY TO UNCOVER THE 
@REAL SELF BEFORE THE VIEWERS EYES 4HIS ATTITUDE REFLECTS *OSHUA 'AMSONS 
	 ARGUMENT THAT FROM THE S THERE WAS AN INCREASED AWARENESS 
OF IMAGE CONSTRUCTION IN CELEBRITY DISCOURSE DUE IN PART TO THE MULTIPLI
CATION OF MEDIA OUTLETS 'AMSONS ARGUMENT IS THAT CELEBRITY TEXTS NEGO
TIATED AN  INCREASING EMPHASIS ON MANUFACTURE AS AN EXPLANATION  FOR 
FAME BY CONTINUALLY REINVENTING THEIR CLAIM TO THE @AUTHENTIC SELF /NE 
SUCH  STRATEGY  INVOLVED  INCREASED EMPHASIS  ON A  @BEHINDTHESCENES 
RHETORIC @INSTRUCTING THE ;AUDIENCE= x FURTHER IN READING PERFORMANCES 
FINDING  THE hREALv BEHIND  THE hIMAGEv  'AMSON  	 4HIS 
DISCOURSE ACKNOWLEDGES  THAT  @A GAP BETWEEN  IMAGE AND REALITY EXISTS 
BUT DENIES THAT BRIDGING IT  IS A PROBLEM  	 &ACE TO &ACE WAS 
CERTAINLY SELFREFLEXIVE ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE @REAL AND THE 
ROLE (ARDING IS QUIZZED AS TO WHETHER HE IS CONSCIOUS OF CULTIVATING THE 
MANNERISMS OF @'ILBERT (ARDING	 BUT IN RELATION TO &ACE TO &ACE ONE OF 
THE MOST STRIKING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NOW AND THEN IS  THE EVACUATION 
OF THE SUBJECTS AGENCY !S THE EMPHASIS ON APPARENTLY VULNERABLE AND 
EXPLOITED PUBLIC FIGURES SUGGESTS THEY WERE RARELY POSITIONED AS WILLING 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE ENCOUNTER 4HIS MEANT THAT QUESTIONS OF AUTHENTICITY 
n WHICH WOULD NECESSARILY BE RAISED IF  THE  @PERFORMANCE WERE SEEN AS 
COMPLICIT n WERE NOT READILY APPARENT
4HE IDEA THAT THE FACE CAUGHT IN CLOSEUP WILL REVEAL THE @HIDDEN MAIN
SPRINGS OF A LIFE "ALAZS CITED IN $YER  	 IS NOT A NEW PHILOSOPHICAL 
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PERSPECTIVE "UT IN TERMS OF THE CRITICAL RECEPTION OF &ACE TO &ACE THIS PER 
SPECTIVE NEEDS  TO BE SITUATED WITHIN  THE DISCOURSES WHICH SURROUNDED 
THE  TELEVISION CLOSEUP  )N  RELATION  TO  TELEVISION DRAMA  IN  THE S 
*ASON *ACOBS 	 HAS EXPLAINED HOW INTIMACY WAS DISCUSSED IN TERMS 
OF OBSERVATION WITH THE TELEVISION CLOSEUP IMAGINED AS A PENETRATING 
@MICROSCOPE !S ONE REVIEWER OBSERVED
4HE CAMERA IS RUTHLESS  IN  ITS EXPOSURE OF  THOSE FACIAL  FORGERIES OF EMOTION 
WHICH GET BY IN THE AUDITORIUM THE PROXIMITY OF THE ACTOR TO HIS AUDIENCE 
IMPOSES UPON HIM A SEVERE DISCIPLINE OF INTEGRITY IN ALL HE DOES WITH A SMILE 
OR AN EYEBROW CITED IN *ACOBS  	
*ACOBS ARGUES THAT THE TELEVISUAL CLOSEUP WAS NOT DISCUSSED PRIMARILY 
IN TERMS OF IDENTIFICATION OR SEDUCTION AS WITH THE CINEMA	 BUT OBSERVA
TION AND WHAT COMES ACROSS STRONGLY IN THESE DISCUSSIONS IS THE INSISTENCE 
ON ITS SUPREME REALISM "UT THIS EXAMPLE ALSO FOREGROUNDS THE PROBLEMS 
INHERENT  IN MAPPING THE EMERGING AESTHETIC CONTOURS OF  THE MEDIUM 
LARGELY  IN RELATION TO DRAMA /NCE WE BRING NONFICTION PROGRAMMING 
INTO VIEW WE CAN BEGIN TO SEE THAT THIS EPISTEMOLOGICAL CLAIM TO A @SUPER
REALISM WAS NOT ALWAYS WELCOMED ! KEY PROBLEM WITH &ACE TO &ACE WAS 
THAT ITS IMAGES SEEMED ONLY TOO REAL
&ACE TO &ACE CERTAINLY PROBED MORE DEEPLY INTO THE SUBJECTS LIFE THAN 
WAS COMMON IN THE TELEVISION INTERVIEW AT THIS TIME 1UESTIONS RANGED 
ACROSS THE SUBJECTS FAMILY RELATIONS DREAMS PERSONAL FAILINGS AND ANNUAL 
SALARY TO RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 9ET WHILE SOME CRITICS PINPOINTED THIS AS PART 
OF THE PROGRAMMES INTRUSIVE NATURE THE FACT THAT THEIR CONCERN WAS NOT 
REALLY ABOUT THE PROGRAMMES VERBAL DISCOURSE  IS  THROWN INTO RELIEF BY 
THE ""#S 4HIS )S 9OUR ,IFE /RIGINALLY AN !MERICANDEVISED FORMAT 4HIS 
)S 9OUR ,IFE BEGAN ON THE ""# IN  AND WHILE IMMENSELY POPULAR 
IT EARNED AN EXTREMELY CONTROVERSIAL REPUTATION AS AN INTRUSIVE AND UN
ETHICAL FORMAT SEE (OLMES 	 "UT AS WITH THE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE 'ROVES THE ""# POLICED THE VERBAL NARRATIVE OF THE PROGRAMME 
VERY CAREFULLY  THE  @,IFE NARRATIVE MUST NOT  CONTAIN  @INCIDENTS  ;THAT 
WERE= SORDID OR EMBARRASSING IN ANY WAY	 AND THE CAREERBASED STORIES 
DELIBERATELY EDGED TOWARDS A SEAMLESS INTERTWINING OF ON AND OFFSCREEN 
PERSONAE
$ESPITE THE COMPLAINTS ABOUT 4HIS )S 9OUR ,IFE REVEALING PRIVATE LIVES 
A  PHRASE WHICH  SUGGESTS  THE  DISCURSIVE  EXPOSURE  OF  AN  OFFSCREEN 
EXISTENCE	 WHAT  TROUBLED CRITICS WAS  THE  IMAGING OF  THE  SELF  CAUGHT 
OFFGUARD AND REVEALED  IN  THE MOMENT  THROUGH THE  LIVE  SPONTANEOUS 
RHETORIC OF THE TELEVISION IMAGE 4HERE ARE UNDOUBTEDLY RESONANT LINKS 
TO SUBSEQUENT MEDIA DEVELOPMENTS HERE MOST OBVIOUSLY IN THE GROWTH 
OF PAPARAZZI PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CELEBRITY REALITY 46 
$ESPITE THE WELLMEANING INTENTIONS OF 4HIS )S 9OUR ,IFE n IT WAS FAR MORE 
CELEBRATORY THAN &ACE TO &ACE AND LACKED THE EXPLICIT AIM TO PROBE AND 
REVEAL n THERE WAS A CRITICAL DISTASTE FOR THE FAMOUS WEEPING ON TELEVISION 
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AND MANY WERE APPALLED AT ITS VISUAL FEAST OF BEWILDERMENT CONFUSION AND 
SURPRISE 3OME EDITIONS OF &ACE TO &ACE WERE FILMED AND SOME WERE LIVE 
BUT IN EDGING TOWARDS THE FOLLOWING DECADE AND THE MORE POLITICALLY SUB
VERSIVE TELEVISION OF THE S IT IS UNDOUBTEDLY BOLDER IN ITS DELIBERATE 
INTENTION TO @UNMASK THE PUBLIC FACE (OWEVER 4HIS )S 9OUR ,IFE MAKES 
CLEAR HOW THE DEBATE THAT IT PROVOKED WAS NOT NEW &OLLOWING THE 'ILBERT 
(ARDING INTERVIEW *OHN *ELLEYS ARTICLE IN THE $AILY -AIL  @) /BJECT TO 
THE 3OUL7ASHING OF 'ILBERT (ARDING WAS FORCEFUL IN ITS DENOUNCEMENT 
OF THE OBSERVATIONAL CAPACITIES OF THE CLOSEUP
,ET US NOT BE MEALYMOUTHED 4HERE IS NO NEWSPAPER THAT HAS NOT AT SOME 
TIME INTRUDED ON PRIVATE GRIEF "UT AT LEAST THE EXCUSE HAS BEEN THE DISCOVERY 
OF FACTS !ND THE EMOTION HAS BEEN NEUTRALISED BY THE COLD OBJECTIVITY OF PRINT 
AND PAPER "UT TELEVISION DOES NOT DEAL IN FACTS n INDEED HARDLY IN WORDS )T 
GIVES US THE CLOSEUP OF THE QUIVERING LIP THE DAMP EYE THE SHAKING HAND 
*ELLEY 	
)N TROUBLING THE BOUNDARIES BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE  THE HIGHLY 
SEXUALIZED AND GENDERED LANGUAGE HERE WAS BOLSTERED BY FREQUENT CRITI 
CISMS OF THE PROGRAMMES  @SENSATIONALISTIC PEEPSHOW MENTALITY 3OUTH 
7ALES %CHO AND %VENING %XPRESS  &EBRUARY 	 THE SENSE OF WHICH WAS 
PERHAPS BOLSTERED BY THE STILLNEW EXPERIENCE OF PRIVATIZED SPECTATORSHIP 
9ET IN TERMS OF REFLECTING ON HOW THESE DISCOURSES CIRCULATED IN PARALLEL 
WITH THOSE SURROUNDING 4HE 'ROVE &AMILY IT SEEMS SIGNIFICANT THAT THE 
TWO MOST CONTROVERSIAL EDITIONS OF &ACE TO &ACE FOCUSED ON 4ONY (ANCOCK 
AND 'ILBERT (ARDING n THE ONLY TELEVISION NAMES TO APPEAR ON THE PRO
GRAMME 7HAT WAS SO ESPECIALLY TROUBLING ABOUT SEEING TELEVISION STARS 
PROBED REVEALED AND @UNMASKED
4HIS QUESTION FOREGROUNDS CONTRADICTIONS  INHERENT  IN THE EPISTEMO 
LOGICAL CLAIM OF &ACE TO &ACE 7HILE IT OPENLY CLAIMED TO BE MORE INTERESTED 
IN THE PERSONS @PRIVATE SELF THAN THEIR PUBLIC CAREER THE ""# WAS CAREFUL 
TO SELECT PEOPLE WHO WERE REGARDED AS TALENTS OR GENIUSES IN THEIR OWN 
DOMAINS OR WHO HELD IMPORTANT POLITICAL AND PUBLIC ROLES )N THIS RESPECT 
DISCOURSES OF CULTURAL VALUE WERE MOST VISIBLY EXPRESSED  IN RELATION TO 
THE CULTURAL  STATUS OF  TELEVISION FAME AS REPRESENTED BY (ANCOCK AND 
(ARDING (ARDING WAS HIMSELF PLAGUED BY THE FEELING THAT HIS WORK IN 
LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT HAD SOLD SHORT WHAT &REEMAN CALLS HIS @FIRSTCLASS MIND 
-EDHURST  	 )N COMPARISON (ANCOCKS (ALF (OUR ON TELEVISION 
WAS A CRITICAL AND POPULAR  SUCCESS  'ODDARD 	 AND (ANCOCK WAS 
ACKNOWLEDGED AS A CLEAR COMIC  TALENT 9ET  THE SUGGESTION THAT PEOPLE 
FROM TELEVISION WOULD SOMEHOW NOT PROVIDE SUFFICIENT @DEPTH PERVADED 
AUDIENCE RESPONSES TO BOTH OF THE PROGRAMMES 7HILE (ANCOCKS UNIQUELY 
EXPRESSIVE FACE CAUGHT  IN CLOSEUP WAS PIVOTAL  TO  THE COMIC EFFECT OF 
(ANCOCKS (ALF (OUR 'ODDARD 	 ON &ACE TO &ACE IT WAS SEEN IN A 
DIFFERENT  LIGHT WITH THE COMEDIAN  @DRAWING FEVERISHLY ON A CIGARETTE 
STUB AND OFFERING WHAT SOME VIEWERS RECALLED AS  @THE OUTPOURINGS OF A 
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CONFUSED MIND ""# !UDIENCE 2ESEARCH B	 /THERS REFERRED TO HIM 
AS A  @FISH OUT OF WATER WHO SEEMED  @UNABLE TO COPE WITH THE STRINGENT 
DEMANDS OF THE PROGRAMME AND EXPRESSED @SURPRISE AT THE LACK OF FLUENCY 
AND WIT BEARING IN MIND HIS AMUSING SERIES	 ""# !UDIENCE 2ESEARCH 
B	 )N RELATION TO (ARDING WHILE MANY VIEWERS SYMPATHIZED WITH 
HIS  @TORTUOUS ORDEAL  RESPONSES SIMILARLY SKIRTED AROUND THE SENSE THAT 
HE WAS NOT A  LEGITIMATE SUBJECT  FOR  THE PROGRAMME IN  THE FIRST PLACE 
"UT THESE RESERVATIONS REFLECTED ON MORE THAN THE CULTURAL VALUE OF FAME 
IN WHAT ONE CRITIC CALLED THE @PECULIARLY EPHEMERAL WORLD OF TELEVISION 
'UARDIAN  3EPTEMBER 	 4HEY ALSO LEAD US BACK TO THE ARGUMENT 
THAT  TELEVISION APPEARS  TO COLLAPSE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE  @REAL AND 
THE ROLE $ESPITE THE DIFFERENCES IN THEIR PUBLIC ROLES COMEDIAN VERSUS 
HOST	 THERE NEVERTHELESS APPEARED TO BE A GREATER LEVEL OF SHOCK AT THE 
APPARENT DISJUNCTURE BETWEEN  @BRILLIANT COMIC OR CONFUSED 4ONY AND 
@/LD #RUST OR TEARFUL (ARDING PRECISELY BECAUSE VIEWERS HAD BEEN EN
COURAGED TO LOCATE THE @REAL SELF SOMEWHERE WITHIN THE SCREEN ROLE
$ESPITE THE CONTRAST SET UP IN THE OPENING OF THIS ARTICLE 4HE 'ROVE 
&AMILY AND &ACE TO &ACE DO NOT NECESSARILY OFFER OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSES 
ON TELEVISION FAME "OTH PIVOT ON WHAT ,ANGER DESCRIBES AS TELEVISIONS 
@SEARCH FOR INTIMACY  	 AND THE TALK SHOW INTERVIEW HAS SINCE 
BEEN DESCRIBED AS A SPACE WHICH SEEKS TO REVEAL THE FAMOUS AS @ORDINARY 
MORTALS  "ELL AND VAN ,EUWEN  	 7ITH RESPECT  TO  THE S 
AND &ACE TO &ACE THIS ARGUMENT CERTAINLY HAS SOME PURCHASE "UT IT ALSO 
OFFERS  A PARTIAL PERSPECTIVE  REINFORCING  THE NOTION  THAT  TELEVISIONS 
RELATIONS WITH FAME ARE @SAFE CONSERVATIVE AND REASSURING WHEN CULTURAL 
COMMENTATORS VIEWING TELEVISION AT THE TIME SAW THEM AS ANYTHING BUT 
THAT 'IVEN THAT SUCH ASSOCIATIONS HAVE PLAYED A ROLE IN SHAPING THE VALUE 
JUDGEMENTS CONFERRED ON TELEVISION FAME NOT LEAST OF ALL IN ACADEMIA	 
THIS EVIDENCE IS WORTH SOME THOUGHT
4HE WIDER INTEREST OF THE PRESENT AUTHOR WAS IN EXPLORING HOW THESE 
CASE STUDIES MIGHT CONTRIBUTE TO HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TELEVISIONS 
RELATIONS WITH FAME WHILE ENABLING AN EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION OF THE 
CONCEPTUAL TOOLS USED TO STUDY THIS FIELD 4HIS IS IMPORTANT IN A CONTEXT 
IN WHICH @TELEVISION HISTORY AND @TELEVISION STUDIES ARE SEEN AS SEPARATE 
DOMAINS AND AS *OHN #ORNER 	 HAS OBSERVED TELEVISION HISTORY SHOULD 
BE IN DIALOGUE WITH THEORIES AND CONCEPTS IN TELEVISION STUDIES IMPACTING 
UPON NONHISTORICAL RESEARCH AND PEDAGOGY 4HE EARLIER REFERENCE TO THE 
CONTEMPORARY EXPLOSION OF REALITY 46 IS A CASE IN POINT AND THIS IS SIMPLY 
AN EXAMPLE OF ONE JUNCTURE AT WHICH HISTORICAL AND CONCEPTUAL INTERVENTIONS 
MIGHT MEET PRODUCTIVELY
)N TERMS OF CONNECTING THE CONTEMPORARY WITH THE HISTORICAL BOTH OF 
THESE CASE STUDIES STILL SPEAK TO CURRENT CONSTRUCTIONS OF TELEVISION CELEBRITY 
SEE FOR EXAMPLE 'ERAGHTY  -C.ICHOLAS  ON SOAP CELEBRITY	 
"UT WHILE NECESSARILY RETAINING THE MARKS OF ITS HISTORICAL DIFFERENCE IT IS 
ARGUABLY &ACE TO &ACE WHICH MORE CLEARLY RESONATES WITH CONTEMPORARY 
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE FAMOUS !S THE TALK OR CHAT SHOW 
INTERVIEW IS NOW OFTEN REGARDED AS SIMPLY ANOTHER MODE OF PROFESSIONAL 
PERFORMANCE PERCEIVED AS @INCREASINGLY FORMULAIC INTENDED FOR PUBLICITY	 
"ELL AND VAN ,EUWEN  	  THE HUNGER TO ACCESS  THE  @REAL  SELF 
OUTSIDE OF THE ROLE HAS ARGUABLY BEEN TRANSFERRED TO CELEBRITY REALITY 46 
! KEY DIFFERENCE HERE IS THAT UNLIKE &ACE TO &ACE OR 4HIS )S 9OUR ,IFE THIS 
PROGRAMMING CELEBRATES A CULTURE WHICH HAS LARGELY DISPENSED WITH MERITO
CRATIC CONCEPTIONS OF FAME 7HILE &ACE TO &ACE CAREFULLY JUSTIFIED ITS PROBE 
BY FOREGROUNDING THE WORTHY STATUS OF THE PUBLIC SELF 5+ PROGRAMMES 
SUCH AS #ELEBRITY "IG "ROTHER #HANNEL  n	 AND )M A #ELEBRITYx 
'ET -E /UT OF (ERE )46 n	 OPENLY REVEL  IN SHOWCASING FADING 
STARS OR ARE TOTALLY UNCONCERNED AS TO WHETHER THE SUBJECTS HAD A MERITED 
CLAIM TO FAME IN THE FIRST PLACE 4HE PROGRAMME ENVIRONMENTS ARE ALSO 
DECIDEDLY CONTEMPORARY IN THEIR CONCEPTION OF IDENTITY WHETHER WE REFER 
TO THE ##46 SURVEILLANCE COMPOUND OF #ELEBRITY "IG "ROTHER OR THE BID 
OF )M A #ELEBRITYx TO STRIP PEOPLE OF THEIR COMMODITY TRAPPINGS CLOTHES 
MAKEUP COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES	 IN THE HOPE THAT THE JUNGLE WILL 
EXPOSE THE @RAW @PRIMITIVE SELF BENEATH 4HESE CONTEXTS IN THEMSELVES 
INDICATE A CULTURE WHICH IS INCREASINGLY SCEPTICAL OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF 
THE CELEBRITY SELF AND WITH THEIR CONSTANT DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE AND 
IMAGE CONSTRUCTION  THE PROGRAMMES ACTIVELY EXPLOIT  THIS  SCEPTICISM 
SEE (OLMES 	 4HE SEEDS OF SELFREFLEXIVITY MAY BE THERE IN &ACE 
TO &ACE BUT IN ADDRESSING WHAT IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE AN AUDIENCE ENTIRELY 
CONVERSANT IN THE LANGUAGE OF IMAGE CONSTRUCTION THIS REPRESENTATIONAL 
PLAY HAS REACHED NEW LEVELS IN CONTEMPORARY FORMATS (ERE OF COURSE THE 
SUBJECTS ARE LARGELY CONSTRUCTED AS WILLING PARTICIPANTS IN A GAME WHILE 
THE DEBATE SURROUNDING &ACE TO &ACE AND ITS EMPHASIS ON TORTURED VICTIMS	 
EVACUATED THE SUBJECTS AGENCY AND THUS ANY HINT OF A COMPLICIT OR KNOWING 
PERFORMANCE )NDEED WITHOUT THIS INVESTMENT IN THE @REALITY OF THE &ACE 
TO &ACE ENCOUNTER THE CONCERN WHICH GREETED THE PROGRAMME WOULD HAVE 
MADE LITTLE SENSE
9ET THIS IS NOT TO IMPLY A NEAT CHRONOLOGICAL CONTRAST BETWEEN A THOR
OUGHLY MODERN INVESTMENT IN THE TRUTH VALUE OF THE INTERVIEW VERSUS A 
POSTMODERN CELEBRATION OF SURFACE IDENTITY )N THE WORDS OF !NNETTE (ILL 
REALITY 46  IN  FACT ENCOURAGES A PARTICULAR VIEWING PRACTICE  IN WHICH 
AUDIENCES ARE BECKONED TO LOOK FOR THE @MOMENT OF TRUTH WHEN @PEOPLE 
ARE hREALLYv THEMSELVES IN AN UNREAL PERFORMATIVE TELEVISION ENVIRONMENT 
 	 4HIS CONCEPTION ALSO CONNECTS WITH 'AMSONS 	 UNDER
STANDING OF THE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF CONTEMPORARY CELEBRITY DISCUSSED 
EARLIER IN THIS ARTICLE 'IVEN THE INCREASING PREVALENCE OF MANUFACTURE AS 
AN EXPLANATION FOR FAME WHICH ITSELF REPRESENTS A THREAT TO THE ECONOMIC 
ENTERPRISE OF CELEBRITY	 THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONTEMPORARY CELEBRITY WORKS 
HARD TO PROTECT THE POSSIBILITY OF LOCATING AUTHENTICITY 7ITHIN THE CONTEXT 
OF  INVITING US  @BEHINDTHESCENES OF  THE CELEBRITY  IMAGE AN  INCREASED 
EMPHASIS ON THE POWER OF THE AUDIENCE AND THE SUGGESTION OF AN IRONIC 
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OR MOCKING PERSPECTIVE ON CELEBRITY CULTURE THE INSISTENCE THAT THERE IS 
THE POSSIBILITY OF LOCATING THE @REAL SELF LIVES ON 'AMSON 	 )NDEED THE 
BELIEF THAT THE @8RAY VISION OF THE CAMERA ESPECIALLY THE CLOSEUP WILL 
AT SOME POINT UNEARTH THE REAL SELF BEFORE THE AUDIENCES EYES REMAINS 
CENTRAL TO THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL CLAIMS AND APPEAL OF REALITY SHOWS
7ITHIN THIS PROCESS IT HAS ALSO BEEN SUGGESTED THAT WHILE REALITY 46 
MAKES @ORDINARY PEOPLE EXTRAORDINARY IT MAKES @EXTRAORDINARY FAMOUS 
PEOPLE  @ORDINARY  "IRESSI AND .UNN 	 AND THIS MIGHT BE SEEN AS 
FURTHER EVIDENCE OF CONTINUITY RATHER  THAN CHANGE RETURNING US  TO AN 
EMPHASIS ON  @UNIVERSAL  CONCEPTIONS OF  TELEVISION FAME "UT AS HINTED 
PREVIOUSLY REALITY 46 CLEARLY NEEDS TO BE PLACED  IN  ITS OWN PARTICULAR 
CULTURAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXTS &OR EXAMPLE THERE IS AN INTERESTING QUESTION 
HERE AS TO WHY n IF WE LOOK AT THE CONVENTIONAL WINNERS OF BOTH CELEBRITY 
AND NONCELEBRITY VERSIONS OF REALITY 46 SHOWS n WE WANT TO CELEBRATE AND 
REWARD PEOPLE WHO APPEAR TO MAINTAIN A CONSTANT  @DOWNTOEARTH SELF 
WITHIN  THE PRESSURE OF A CONSTANTLY  SURVEILLED ENVIRONMENT %QUALLY 
THE STRATEGIES THROUGH WHICH PARTICIPANTS ARE UNDERSTOOD TO REVEAL THEIR 
@AUTHENTIC SELVES SPEAK TO THE TRIUMPH OF A THERAPEUTIC CULTURE IN EROD
ING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE &UREDI 	 4HIS  IS A 
PROSPECT WHICH AS THE OUTRAGED REACTION TO THE @SOULWASHING OF 'ILBERT 
(ARDING MAKES CLEAR WAS STILL A RATHER ALIEN CONCEPT IN 
)NDEED  THIS  ARTICLE HAS  SUGGESTED  THAT WHILE UNDOUBTEDLY USEFUL 
AND RESONANT  THE CANONICAL PARADIGMS OF  TELEVISION  FAME NEED  TO BE 
SITUATED  IN AND  INFLECTED BY PARTICULAR HISTORICAL CONTEXTS .EITHER OF 
THE CASE STUDIES EXPLORED HERE WAS SIMPLY THE PRODUCT OF SOME APPARENTLY 
@INNATE QUALITIES OF TELEVISION FAME 2ATHER THEY DREW THEIR MEANING FROM 
VARIOUS CONTEXTUAL FACTORS RANGING ACROSS THE INSTITUTIONAL INFLUENCE OF 
THE ""# AND ITS MORAL OR IDEOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC SERVICE TO DIS 
COURSES SURROUNDING THE AESTHETIC POSSIBILITIES AND POWER OF  TELEVISION 
n PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD TO EMERGENT DISCOURSES ON THE CLOSEUP "UT 
WHETHER WE ARE EXAMINING THE TREMBLING LIP OF 'ILBERT (ARDING OR THE 
DAILY DOMESTICS OF THE HOMELY 'ROVES WHAT IS PERHAPS MOST STRIKING IS 
HOW FOR A SUBJECT THAT IS LITERALLY DEFINED BY PUBLIC VISIBILITY MUCH OF ITS 
HISTORY REMAINS UNKNOWN
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